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Case Study

Craft Scotland  
puts teachers first
Continuing Professional Development 
unlocks craft in the classroom
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Tanwen Llewelyn is Craft Scotland’s Programme Coordinator for Learning. 
Since 2017 she’s been supporting teachers to participate in hands-on craft 
activities led by professional makers in dedicated continuing professional 
development (CPD) sessions. Prioritising this activity has supported teachers to 
build confidence with materials and techniques, learn from each other, unlock 
their creativity and innovation. It has inspired teachers to find new ways of using 
craft in the classroom. 

Craft Scotland, the national craft development agency for Scotland, 
understands that investing in teachers is critical to increasing the accessibility 
of craft and making for all of Scotland’s learners. Raising the status of craft in 
education is part of their mission to build audiences for craft, and support the 
next generation of makers, as well as celebrate craft’s contribution to Scotland’s 
cultural, economic and social wellbeing. 

To learn more about the teachers’ needs, interests and expectations before starting 
the activity, Craft Scotland hosted an information session with Art and Design 
teachers from Edinburgh. These conversations highlighted that teachers were 
hugely excited and enthusiastic about participating in craft-focused professional 
development activity and had pupils eager to incorporate craft into their learning, 
but they were struggling with common issues: a lack of time to dedicate to 
developing their knowledge and skills, lack of confidence in how to best support 
pupils, and lack of resources to access materials and tools in the classroom. 

Teachers participate in a CPD workshop on ceramics at Edinburgh Ceramics School.  
Photo courtesy Craft Scotland.
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From this feedback session it was clear that activity should take place within 
makers’ studios and workshops. Taking teachers out of their usual environment, 
gave them a chance to be sociable, playful and creative, supporting their own 
wellbeing, and sparking refreshed ways of thinking about their teaching plans.

Between 2017 and early 2020 Craft Scotland delivered 11 CPD sessions with 
61 teachers from Edinburgh and the Lothians participating. Sessions were 
subsidised to make them accessible, costing £25-45 per session. They included 
learning ceramics techniques with Glen Clydesdale and printed textiles with 
Kim Gunn, both of Edinburgh Design School, silversmithing with Bryony 
Knox, bookmaking with Lucy Roscoe, and millinery with Sally Ann Provan. 
It was important that the CPD programme was developed with skilled and 
professional makers who had insight into the teaching profession and could 
introduce innovative ways to think creatively about the limitations of space,  
time, materials and tools within the classroom.
 

“Most of the teachers I’ve met don’t have craft 
as their main discipline, or as their specialist 
skill that they learned at a college. They may 
have trained in fine art, or graphic design or 
architecture, and love craft and want to get 
involved and want to teach it, but just don’t 
have the confidence or the money, or the 
experience to do so.”
Tanwen Llewelyn, Programme Coordinator for Learning,  
Craft Scotland

“A lot of them felt quite exhausted and 
uncreative in themselves as artists, and I 
think for them, the benefit was just getting 
that enthusiasm back again, enjoying making 
themselves and then being able to translate 
that enthusiasm into doing this amazing 
technique, then thinking let’s take that back 
to the classroom.”
Tanwen Llewelyn, Programme Coordinator for Learning,  
Craft Scotland
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The success of the sessions is evidenced by the feedback Craft Scotland 
gathered throughout the programme, and the high level of teachers returning to 
book again. Teachers highlighted the enjoyment of the sessions, with newfound 
confidence, skills and knowledge having immediate effects on their thinking in 
the classroom and their ability to support pupils’ learning:

“Having that teacher experience behind them... 
how to translate a studio that has a huge 
amount of equipment and different types of 
clays that you can work with, to actually the 
challenges within this classroom environment 
and going okay, if you strip that back, and 
you only have one potter’s wheel, and some 
stoneware clays, actually you can make what 
you have relevant to the teachers.”
Tanwen Llewelyn, Programme Coordinator for Learning,  
Craft Scotland

“Learning easy ways to create bold design 
on fabric has given me more confidence and 
excitement in bringing this skill into the 
classroom... I have already bought transfer ink 
and freezer paper so I can start experimenting, 
and hopefully introduce senior pupils to 
these techniques right away for their design 
projects... I will be able to teach my pupils 
more skills and more confidently introduce 
them to printed textiles, which will hopefully 
inspire more to continue with this throughout 
their school/future.”
CPD Participant 2018 (Printed Textiles)

“Fantastic course – perfect for schools – easy 
to interpret with pupils and no extra materials 
needed... I feel more confident working with 
paper and incorporating book binding and 
creating into the lessons with both junior and 
senior pupils... [I’m] able to pass on skills to 
learners more confidently.”
CPD Participant 2018 (Book making)
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Through developing this CPD Programme Craft Scotland have provided a 
unique bridging role between the education sector and craft sector. Bringing 
these closer together has been shown to unlock innovative thinking in the 
classroom, and support teachers to make the most of the resources they have 
available to them, including often underused craft equipment such as kilns. It 
has unlocked meaningful learning opportunities for pupils that centre craft and 
making as a way to achieve Curriculum for Excellence Experiences, Outcomes 
and contribute to National Qualification assessments. It has also informed 
the craft sector, with greater focus on engaging with teachers’ developing 
in partnership learning projects such as Meet Your Maker with Historic 
Environment Scotland, and spin-off projects emerging between participating 
teachers and makers in schools. As a result, participating makers are better 
equipped to consider curriculum connections and practical constraints when 
working with schools.

“I have never thrown a pot, so delighted. I 
really needed to refresh my skills in clay and 
find out more about glaze, so fantastic to do 
this course. I can cascade what I have learnt 
to all my colleagues... my pupils will benefit 
from the skills I have learnt.”
CPD Participant 2018 (Ceramics)

(Left to right) Embossing clay with leaves and flowers; millinery. Photo courtesy Craft Scotland.
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Tanwen acknowledges that, as this programme restarts as a digital offer in 
2021 working in partnership will be critical to expanding these opportunities 
nationally, as well as reaching beyond the focus on Art and Design departments 
to others who can benefit in Technologies, Home Economics, STEM subjects 
and Broad General Education within Primary Schools. Learning craft can 
underpin creative careers, support lifelong creative participation, but it can also 
be a vehicle to support learning across the curriculum. Ensuring opportunities 
to learn in and through craft across Scotland are inclusive and accessible must 
involve the school system. Investing in teachers’ knowledge, skills, enthusiasm, 
and enjoyment of craft is a great place to start.

Craft Scotland is funded by Creative Scotland, Scottish Enterprise, GREAT Britain 
and Northern Ireland, The William Grant Foundation, Garfield Weston Foundation 
and Baillie Gifford.

Creative book making. Photo courtesy Craft Scotland.



This case study was produced as part of the MAKE 
Learn project. MAKE Learn is a partnership 
between Panel (the founders and current custodians 
of MAKE) and Craft Scotland, and is funded by 
Creative Scotland as part of their targeted funding 
to strengthen the craft sector in Scotland.

You can find out more about the project  
and read our other case studies at  
makemanifesto.com/makelearn
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